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Abstract
We consider the demonstration of Dirac charge quantization and interpret the main equation as the signature of a
current of magnetic poles building the electron wave and mass. This naturally leads to opposite coefficients in
Dirac’s equation, and to series of small quanta of magnetic charge g = a e/2n including one in exact agreement
with Mikhaïlov experimental estimate g = a e/6. The resulting theoretical monopole wave is a quantized current
of electricity that cancels or replaces the Dirac string. Energy is the effect of the magnetic current interacting
with an electric charge, and the theory trivially agrees with the energy gap of hydrogen orbitals E = E0/n2. A
second series of charges g = n a e comes out of the equations, which it is shown compatible with the electrons,
muons and tauons mass built from a finite suite of magnetic poles. Once opposite coefficients are taken into
account, the symmetry of magnetism and electricity discovered by Dirac matches with experimental charges and
involves charges and currents.
Keywords: magnetic monopole, Dirac quantization, Mikhaïlov charge, energy quantization, origin of mass, fine
structure constant.
1. Introduction
Magnetic poles were considered by Maxwell (1873), Curie (1894) and a minimal charge originally predicted by
Dirac (1931) in a famous paper (gD = e/2α). All other known theories predict either the same charge or the
double. But Ehrenhaft (1930, 1944), Schedling (1950) and Ferber (1950) measured magnetic charges in
disagreement with Dirac’s prediction; more recently, but still more than 20 years ago, Mikhaïlov (1982, 1985,
1987, 1991) had similar results and estimated the magnetic quantum of charge to gM = α e/6, about 50,000 times
smaller than predicted; some other authors consider an experimental quantum g = α e. But Mikhaïlov (1991) also
found charges compatible with Dirac prediction in a Millikan-like experiment with ferromagnetic particles in
water droplets. Thus one of the mysteries of modern physics to which no theoretical solution seems to exist.
Repeated experimental results suggest that the theory is incomplete. So, we interpret the main equation of
Dirac’s (1931) paper in a different direction related to our previous publications (Consiglio, 2012a, 2012b), in
which particles mass and wave result from their interaction with magnetic poles, and a magnetic current or
monopoles flux is its origin. The object of the present paper is to push the analysis in a more conventional
direction which addresses the relations between the electron charge, the fine structure constant, and the magnetic
monopole charge. This theory, although it can be seen as contradicting Dirac quantization, is not foreign to his
ideas and equations but solely uses a complimentary definition of the wave. It will show that the connection
between electric and magnetic charges found by Dirac is true, but that the coefficients in the equation are not
appropriate, and that experimentally measured charges, including Mikhaïlov’s, are relevant in quantum physics
and in agreement with our assumption on the nature of the wave.
Concerning the structuring constants and their relations with elementary charges, it will uncover a general
symmetry of electromagnetism governing the numerical ratio between particles charge and their wave which we
find in connection with the so called Dirac string.
The trivial substitutions we propose in a few classical equations provide a very simple understanding of some
fundamental mysteries of quantum physics.
In this paper, we use classical electromagnetism and early quantum physics concepts to the maximum extent,
because if our logic and deductions are correct, further developments of physics miss a fundamental point, which
is addressed in the form of mathematical abstractions hiding the underlying phenomena.
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2. General Aspects
The main object of this section is to show how some of the ideas in this paper initially came.
2.1 Dirac Quantization
In his celebrated demonstration of charge quantization, Dirac (1931) analyzes the continuity of an electron wave
function around a field singularity, a singular line along which the wave function vanishes. The field of the
monopole H is defined by a vector potential A such that: curl A = gr/r3. Using a wave function ψ of the electron
in the absence of external field, interpreted as a density of probability of presence, Dirac introduces a function
exp(i β) which is the difference between a normal wave function ψ in the absence of external fields and the wave
function in the presence of external fields: ψ → ψ exp(i β). Then he does his magic showing that the function β
has quite specific properties; it has no definite value at each point, it is not integrable, but it must have definite
derivatives: ki = δβ/δxi with xi in {x, y, z, t} which are proven independent of the chosen wave function ψ and
then interpreted as the effect of the “fields of forces”; since for the normal wave function ψ, the norm |ψ|
represents the current of probability of presence of the electron, the phase variation β gives the effects of the
fields on this current, and then according to Dirac (1931, Sect. 2, Eq. 7):
curl (k) = (e/h c) H ;

grad (k4) − ∂κ/∂t = (e/h) E

(1)

The change in phase of the electron wave around a closed curve is then ∫ (k, dl) = ∫ (curl (k), dS), according to
Stoke’s theorem (dl is a line element of the closed curve and dS is an element of a surface bounded by the closed
curve). A magnetic pole has no electric field, and assuming continuity of the electron phase around the singular
line naturally leads to (Dirac, 1931, Sect. 3, Eq. 8 − 9):
2π n = (e/h c) ∫ (H, dS) = 4π e g/h c

(2)

This is the famous Dirac quantization condition; it answers the question introduced in Dirac (1931) paper about
the physical reason for h c/ e2=137, in the form of reciprocal quantization of electric and magnetic charges.
Conceptually, the demonstration leads to two remarks: First, Dirac considers implicitly the electron wave to be
passive. Numerous quantum experiments show on the contrary that the wave can be considered active, in the
manner of the theories of de Broglie (1927) and Vigier-Bohm (1954). The underlying physics could then be
different, in particular: i) if the electron wave is strongly energetic, but this raises the question of the energy
source; ii) the wave could be discrete or have a small granularity; iii) if the wave is a current, the interpretation
of the wave function as a density of probability of presence is incomplete and the logic partly irrelevant.
The second remark concerns the singular line, the so called Dirac string, which is sometimes considered as an
artifact of the mathematical representation; but the singularity is the central concept of Dirac’s demonstration,
and it is not physical; at least not trivially. Then possibly something physical is missing and cancels the string.
2.2 A Different Symmetry
Denoting gD the minimal Dirac charge, from (2) we have hc/e=2gD, and then substituting in (1):
2gD curl (k) = H ; 2gD (grad (k4) − ∂κ/∂t) = c E

(3)

This is the same equation as (1), as we only changed the notations, and it does address the impact of a field on an
electron wave in any situation and now it has a pure classical form with electric and magnetic charges.
But then what is a monopole charge doing in there? We first notice that Dirac charge is a characteristic of the
electron wave, at least numerically. It is the coefficient to the second derivatives in (3), which can be seen as the
signature of a magnetic current and field expressed in units of magnetic charge per meter per second.
The wave function of an electron in the absence of external fields is modified by the presence their presence in
agreement with ψ → ψ exp (i β). As we interpret the electron wave as a magnetic current corresponding to an
oscillating magnetic field, taking simply ψ = exp (i γ), the wave function in the presence of an external field is
exp (i (γ + β)). Then we can apply Dirac’s reasoning to (γ+β) and identify the resulting ki = δ(γ+β)/δxi to a
description of the total fields, including the electron’s electric and magnetic fields and currents (its wave). But
now the ki include the electron’s phase and (3) rules its variations.
Now looking at classical equations, and using Faraday’s law of induction, denoting B the magnetic field of the
electron wave and jm the associated currents, we have:
∂B/∂t + 4π jm = c curl (E)
(4)
For the static radial electric field of an electron at rest, curl (E) = 0, this does not imply that the magnetic field B
and current jm, which we assume being the wave of the electron at rest, are null; it means that their sum is zero. If
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the external field is not null, we can identify the right parts of (3) and (4), and using the ki = δβ/δxi related solely
to the presence of the external field, we have:
∂B/∂t + 4π jm = curl (2gD (grad (k4) – ∂κ/∂t))

(5)

We obtain the difference between the normal magnetic currents and field of an electron and the currents and
fields in the presence of an external static electric field. We can also use the same identification with (γ+β) and
the corresponding ki = δ(γ+β)/δxi to obtain the same equation as (4) in which the ki include the electron’s phase
and its variations in space-time. Actually, our understanding of the ki is not quite different from Dirac’s, because
it is quite tempting to push the identification and to separate the spatial and temporal derivatives in (3), in which
case this equation becomes a trivial confirmation of our assumption on the nature of the electron wave. The
remainder of (3) is 2gD curl (k) = H, which corresponds to B in (4 – 5), and then the identification goes trivially
with ∂B/∂t = – 2gD curl (∂κ/∂t) → B = – 2gD curl (κ) + const. = – H + const.
This fits with our idea of the electron wave, and partly answers our first remark to Dirac’s demonstration,
because if the wave of an electron is a magnetic current, the wave of a monopole should be an electric current,
resulting in a different symmetry, new constraints in the equations, and a different charge quantum; this is
acceptable in theory because (3) comes from knowledge or interpretation of the electron wave, and not from
observation of the monopoles.
Let us now look at the singular line, but for an electron; this is quite unusual but it will give a useful picture. The
electron field E is defined using a pseudo potential A such that: curl A = e r/r3. Using Σ a surface bounded by a
loop Λ, according to Stokes' theorem:
∫Σ E·dS = ∫Σ curl A·dS = ∫Λ A·dl = e ∫Σ r/r3·dS = e ∫Σ dΩ

(6)

where dS, dl and dΩ are elements of surface, length and solid angle respectively. Now, if we shrink the loop with
the electron inside the closed surface Σ, we get:
∫Λ→0 A·dl = e ∫Σ dΩ = 4π e

(7)

But the left integral vanishes, making this equality impossible. The classical solution is a non continuous
potential, with a singular line around which the loop shrinks, but this is not acceptable for an electron. A solution
to get rid of the singularity is to assume that the integral ∫Λ→0 A·dl = 0 is right, and implies the presence of an
isotropic current K verifying:
∫Σ (E + α K)·dS = 0

(8)

The constant α is put in front of K for consistency with the following sections. Using our interpretation of (3), we
can naturally define K = − 2gD r/r3c, and equation (8) is verified. Now this defines an electron as a source or sink
of magnetic current; this is a first solution which is more acceptable than a singularity. A second solution is to see
this current as the result of the transformation of a flux of monopoles interacting with the electron. We will find a
strong argument to this transformation in the next section and then find part of its geometry.
In this interpretation, the singular line is due to a classical static definition of the field, and if ignored in the
equations, the current going thru the surface Σ is “brushed out” into a singular line when we shrink the loop – in
other words the mathematical representation is appropriate, closer to reality than the usual static E = – grad U,
and it somewhat requires the electron wave. It then authorizes to compute the relative strengths of the particles
charge and wave provided that the right coefficients are put in the equations. But the well known coefficients in
(1) are based on known interaction of electric charges, not on experimental knowledge of magnetic poles.
3. Mass, Wave, Classical Relations
Using the electron wavelength λ = h/mc, the de Broglie wave (λd = h/p) is found as a superposed phase
modulation which is the result of relativistic effects. We will denote de Broglie wave when a distinction is
needed. We will denote transformation the monopoles interaction with the electron, as opposed to change in
phase for the wave interaction with a charge.
Electrons, muons and tauons have the same electric field but their wavelengths are different. The wavelength is
not a property of the sole electric field, it is a property of mass and energy, the fact is well known.
An atomic orbital is based on the geometrical constraint that the currents define a stationary wave, a phase shift
2π n of the de Broglie wave, but the electron spin imposes π(2n+1) and then the transformation of the current in
its interaction with the electron can only correspond to a phase difference π. This gives quanta of action and of
angular momentum thru a unique mechanism, which we can trivially express with the following substitutions:
h = 4π e gD/c ; h/2 = e gD/c
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The Plank constant has then a clear physical origin as the action of a physical oscillator at work: a phase
variation 2π of the magnetic currents over one period or wavelength of the electron wave. The quantum of
angular momentum is the result of the same mechanism, and relates to the spin of the electron, a phase shift π of
the current, in agreement with the transformation we supposed in the previous section. Consequently the currents
are not made of unitary Dirac charges as their change in phase is not 2π. Now energy is the frequency of the
oscillator, and then there is no doubt on the physical significance of:
E = h ν = 4π ν e gD/c

(10)

There is nothing new in the above equations, except for some notations when we use gD instead of h. But the
interpretations we give are new, and results from/in coherent circular reasoning from our assumptions, and up to
this point, this is what we are looking for: the picture is coherent and provides with a simple and quite classical
explanation to some fundamental mysteries of quantum physics.
An important aspect is that the observable energies are not the fundamental quantities, as they are solely the
intensity of a magnetic current (ν gD – Dirac charges per second) interacting with the electric charge. This is our
trivial answer to the question of the energy source: the concept of energy, as we are used to, is a theoretical
preconception, we are often used to think it as a material thing, only because it obeys conservation laws. In fact,
we should read literally “E is h ν”, in the same manner as momentum is the product of mass and velocity.
Now when the energy of an electron varies, its pulsation changes: ΔE = h Δν = h c Δ(1/λ). The wavelength of the
current varies in reverse proportions, while the electron’s electric field remains constant. Thus the fine structure
constant is related to the constant of charge 2gD in (3), and concerns the flux of magnetic charges making the
electron wave. Our understanding is that in addition to the usual static electric field, a dynamical interaction is at
work building the electron mass; this constant is also the coupling of an electron wave with another electric
charge thru its wave as 2gD e α = e2.
The fine structure constant then applies to the interaction of an electric charge with a magnetic current, and
should also, by symmetry, apply to the interaction of a magnetic charge with an electric current, but not to the
interaction of charges and currents of identical nature for which coefficients must be trivial. This is why we put
the coefficient α in front of the current K in Equation (8).
4. The Magnetic Monopole
We shall discuss the changes in the coefficients of (1) in a progressive manner. The first and second sections
provide with information needed to complete the quantization using Dirac’s method.
4.1 Phenomenological Charge Quantization
In our interpretation of the electron wave, monopoles must be massless and have a charge smaller that Dirac’s;
then we can only study the interaction of a monopole “part of” the wave of an electron; no other option exists.
Let us first look at the symmetry of the problem. Equation (3) provides with the quantitative symmetry of an
electron in terms of electric charge and magnetic current. Then denoting β X(r, t) the magnetic current in an
electron wave, where β is a charge and X(r, t) a unitary function, a magnetic charge should be defined by a
charge g, and an electric current ξ Y(r, t) where Y(r, t) is a possibly different unitary function and ξ an electric
charge. The ratios between the charges and the currents should be identical for an electron and a monopole, as
the coupling of a charge with the field is proportional to the charge, and coefficients should not depend on the
type of charge. This leads to the following equality:
ξ/g = β/e → g β = e!ξ

(11)

Now as we assume that the wave is made of small monopoles, it is natural that each of them carries momentum.
Using classical electromagnetism, the electron will be seen with a fixed electric charge and an oscillating
magnetic field; conversely a monopole will be seen with constant magnetic charge and an oscillating electric
field. Then denoting φ any additional phase difference, the third law of Newton gives:
g β X(r, t + φ) = – e!ξ Y(r, t)

(12)

This equation addresses the forces exerted on a monopole “part of” the electron wave, and means that this force,
which is g β, except from some numerical coefficients, is opposed to the classical force exerted by a monopole
wave on the electric charge of the electron, which is proportional to e ξ, and that the coefficients are the same.
Equation (12) implies (11), and then provides with a second approach.
Let us now look at orbitals of the hydrogen atom as the interaction of an electron wave with a proton; g and ξ are
unknown, but the change in phase of the monopoles current in their interaction with an electron corresponds to a
129
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phase shift π of the electron wave, as it was previously related to the electron spin. On the other hand, the change
in phase of the electron wave around a proton is π(2n+1) for any orbital, and includes one π related to the
electron spin which is given by the de Broglie phase shift. Over one round trip of the wave, the latter is then 2π n
and depends on α e β, and the former gives π and depends on e ξ, and then:
α e β = 2n e ξ

(13)

Both parts of this equality are related to phase quantities which can be compared, and the coefficient α is solely
on the left hand side in agreement with our understanding of the fine structure constant. This gives an inversion
of the coefficients with respect to Dirac’s theory and Equation (1): α is in front of β, and the 2n in front of ξ.
Now Equation (13) gives ξ = α β/2n, and then substituting in (11), we have:
g(n) = α e/2n

(14)

Using n = 3, we find g(3) = α e/6 which is Mikhaïlov estimate of the elementary monopole charge.
By symmetry, the Dirac condition (2) should also apply to monopoles in their interaction with the electron, but
using the ratio α/2n of (14) and the wave ξ of the monopole; this gives:
e ξ = h c/2n → ξ = e/4n = g/2α

(15)

Now substituting ξ in (11), we find β = gD as expected.
4.2 Quantization of Self-Energy
Magnetic poles are usually assumed massive; let us recall that their mass can be estimated from the charge
self-interaction mg = me g2/e2, where me is the electron mass (Barut, 1979; Salam & Tiomno, 1959; Stephenson,
1957). Our monopole is massless and not energy, and using (11) we should rather write mg = me g ξ/e β as this
equation addresses the proportionality of the charge self-interaction; this is equivalent, and we can then continue
with mass or energy equations. The contribution of a monopole to the electron mass is proportional to the current
it creates; we have me c2 = h v, and from (10) we find:
4π e g ν/c = h v g2/e2

(16)

This equation reduces to g = 2α e, which also reads e = g/2α, the opposite of Dirac’s condition: g = e/2α. Once
again, the coefficients are reversed.
There is no trivial manner to modify this equation and obtain series of charges. The only way seems to impose
conditions of phase on the left hand side of (16), in such a way that the transformation of the monopoles is
independent of their charge, but done in n periods of the electron pulsation, which is quite similar to our
reasoning in the previous section. Then in the left hand side of (16), ν → ν/n, and we get:
g (n) = 2α e/n

(17)

This equation includes all charges in (14) and then also accepts Mikhaïlov’s estimate.
We notice that in (17) the factor 2 is at the numerator while it is at the denominator in (14). In this second
approach, we did not use the change in phase π of the electron wave and this gives the ratio 4 between (14) and
(17); it shows that the change in phase π of the electron wave corresponds to changes in phase ±π/2 of individual
monopoles of opposite charges. We then need two angles of phase (electron, monopole) to represent the electron
state, and (0, 0) → (π, ±π/2) gives a minimal representation of the transformation. We then need a rotation 4π of
the phase of the electron wave to get a rotation 2π of the monopoles state.
4.3 Classical Quantization
In view of the results in (14 – 17), we understand that Equation (1) addresses the normalized wave function of an
electron in electric and magnetic fields created by electric charges, but we now have opposite coefficients for
interactions with a magnetic pole. Instead of (1), this gives:
α e curl (k) = H

(18)

Now we can use the rule of quantization according to which an electron interacts with a monopole for n periods
of its own pulsation to make a change in phase 2π, from (18) and following Dirac’s reasoning, we find series of
charges identical to (14) that we shall denote g(n):
2π/n = ∫ (H, dS)/α e = 4π g/α e → g(n) = α e/2n

(19)

Let us check with the converse situation of a monopole interacting with a fixed electron, which is more relevant
for a massless monopole. We must use the same coefficients as in (18), but a monopole interacts n periods of the
electron pulsation to make a change in phase ±π/2 of its own wave (or a change in phase π of the electron wave).
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It would require 4n times the monopole charge to make a change in phase 2π of its own wave; consequently:
(4n g/α) curl (k) = E → (4n g/α) 2π = ∫ (E, dS) = 4π e → g(n) = α e/2n

(20)

Finally, using a complete logic we find appropriate corrections to the coefficients and coherent results according
to the symmetry of the problem – which is not trivial at all since the n does not represent the same quantity to get
(19) and (20); it actually represents complimentary quantities with opposite symmetries.
This demonstration does not prevent the existence of monopoles with a larger charge, which – using the same
coefficients – will give a change in phase 4π n of the electron wave instead of 2π/n in (19), and leave the electron
in its initial state (unlike a change in phase 2π). This leads to a second series that we shall denote G(n):
4π n = ∫ (H, dS)/α e = 4π G/α e → G(n) = n α e

(21)

A similar reasoning also applies to (20), and gives the same series (using 2g by symmetry).
We can now trivially interpret the changes in phase π and 4π in agreement with the interpretation of the wave
function as a density of probability of presence, but also in the classical physics approximations with the
Poincaré cone: A monopole of charge α e/2n is temporarily absorbed (and possibly repelled back) by the electron,
while a pole of charge n α e passes thru, and the interaction lasts n or 1/2n periods of the electron pulsation
respectively; those are, in the classical approximation, related to the number of turns of the monopole spiraling
the Poincaré cone (except possibly for some constant numerical coefficients).
4.4 The Monopole Wave
Using the same notations as for an electron, the field H of a monopole of charge g is defined by a vector
potential A such that: curl A = g r/r3. For a surface Σ bounded by a loop Λ, Stokes' theorem gives:
∫Σ H·dS = ∫Σ curl A·dS = ∫Λ A·dl = g ∫Σ r/r3·dS = g ∫Σ dΩ

(22)

If we shrink the loop with the pole inside the closed surface Σ, we get:
∫Λ→0 A·dl = g ∫Σ dΩ = 4π g

(23)

Of course, Equations (22 – 23) are almost identical to (6 – 7); there is no mystery, and following the same
reasoning as for the electron, ∫Λ→0 A·dl = 0 implies a current K verifying:
∫Σ (H + α K)·dS = 0

(24)

The current K is multiplied by α, in the same manner as when a current and a charge of different natures interact;
then Equation (24) can be seen as the monopole charge self-interaction as for electrons in (8). We then trivially
have K = −g r/α r3 cancelling the singular line. With respect to the coefficient 2gD = e/α in (3), the monopole
wave should be represented with a charge g/α = 2ξ in an equivalent monopole equation, in agreement with (15);
consequently, the monopole density of probability of presence is affected by a monopole field according to:
2ξ curl (k) = E ;

2ξ (grad (k4) − ∂κ/∂t) = c curl (A) = c g r/r3

(25)

This equation addresses interactions of monopoles together and shows a perfect symmetry with (3). The
equations related to the interaction of magnetic and electric poles together were given in the previous section.
5. Symmetry in Quantization
Dirac quantization provides with a mechanism that locks together the quantum of electric and magnetic charges.
We saw that this mechanism is not broken, and the one we propose is a little more complete.
a) The main symmetry is in Equation (9), and concerns the proportionality of charges and currents; this is the
fundamental symmetry leading to our quantization.
b) Our quantization is essentially the same as Dirac’s but uses different parameters in the equations, and we do
not impose a change in phase 2π n to the electron wave. The symmetry of electromagnetism is the same but we
find two suites of magnetic poles obeying opposite progressions.
c) Dirac’s quantization coefficients are still valid but relates to the magnetic current of the electron wave. The
same methodology is appropriate in all cases.
d) The absence of massive magnetic structures like the atoms we know can easily be explained by the ratio
between electric and magnetic charges (e β/g ξ ≥ (1/nα)2 or (n/α)2) – what would build the monopoles mass? This
reasoning is numerically acceptable but physically wrong or at least incomplete. First, our equations do not
prevent the existence of such structures, in particular the existence of monopole pairs. Second, as magnetic poles
build the electron’s energy, the so called magnetic world is the one we see; it is simply that nature is not
redundant and magnetic charges have a specific role.
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6. Coherence with Experimental Results
6.1 Magnetic Charge Detection
The series of magnetic charges we deduce is consistent with experiments of Ehrenhaft (1930, 1944), Schedling
(1950), Ferber (1950) and Mikhaïlov (1982, 1985, 1987) using illuminated ferromagnetic aerosols. This is an
important point because as far as we know no theoretical prediction compatible with those charges is found in
the literature.
Charges compatible with Dirac’s were detected by Mikhaïlov (1991) when the ferromagnetic particle is within a
water droplet, but in this experiment, the mass of the particles is increased 6 orders of magnitude. Our
interpretation is that Dirac charge is a point of equilibrium, and then in specific low energy situations, a
compound Dirac charge can emerge in the form of a current organized by the interaction of monopoles with
surrounding matter, but, in our view, not an elementary particle. Then the larger mass of the particles possibly
allows a stabilization or longer retention of a large number of poles, up to a point close to equilibrium.
6.2 Aharonov-Bohm Effect
The second important experiment was done by Tonomura & al (1986), and concerns the verification of the
Aharonov-Bohm effect. In this experiment, a magnetic field equivalent to a magnetic dipole is created with a
small solenoid but the magnetic field is entirely shielded using superconductors. The experiment is usually
considered in agreement with Dirac theory, but we believe it better confirms the work in this paper.
The magnetic field of the solenoid is shielded from the electron by a superconductor; there is no doubt about this,
but shielding an electron’s wave of wavelength λ ≈ 2.4 10-12m is quite doubtful whatever the method, then the
electron wave and currents pass thru the solenoid. When each end of the solenoid is mimicking a Dirac charge
the experiment gives an interference pattern corresponding to a change in phase π of the electrons wave; this is in
agreement with our theory since 2gD is a change in phase 2π. But according to Dirac (1931) and (2), we should
see a change in phase 2π with 1gD and then no interference.
The change in phase of our quanta depends on the product g G, where G is the charge giving the same magnetic
flux as one end of the solenoid. With G = gD and a monopole of charge g = α e/n and current ξ = e/2n, the
change in phase of monopoles is given by g gD = e2/2n = e ξ and corresponds to the same change in phase as for
a monopole interacting with an electron: a change in phase π of the electron wave. Logically, the coefficients
must be the same for g gD and e ξ since both expressions address the interaction of charges and currents of
identical nature; then comparing g G with e ξ is appropriate. The other end of the solenoid will give an opposite
change in phase –π of the electron wave and then, considering elementary monopoles building the wave, it will
reinforce the interference. Our theory is then in agreement with this experiment.
6.3 Hydrogen Atomic Orbitals
Our initial approach to monopoles charge quantization is equivalent to saying that on orbital n, the electron is
permanently interacting with monopoles of charge g(n) = α e/2n where n is the orbital number. In the
non-relativistic case, and using (8), the current of such monopole is directly given by g(n); we have:
E = 4π ν0 e g(n)/c = 4π ν0 e g(1)/n c

(26)
2

The only variable term is n, and the energy of the orbital is quantized according to the well known E = E0/n . We
know precisely the value of E0 ≈ 13.6 eV since Bohr’s atomic model, and in agreement with quantum physics.
Orbitals quantization originally relies on angular momentum, but we now have a direct relation between the
electron energy, the orbital number and the monopoles charge in agreement with our understanding of energy.
For orbital number one, we have:
E0 = (e4 me/2 h2) = α2 (me c2)/2 = (me c2) g(1)/2gD

(27)

This equation means that the energy loss for the orbital 1 of a hydrogen atom corresponds to the loss of half the
current of one monopole of charge g(1) = α e/2; but on orbital n it will be g(n)/2n = α e/2n2. The additional 1/2n
represents the number of periods of the electron pulsation (2n) needed for the charge g(n) to come in phase
opposition with itself, as this is the basis of our quantization logic to (20)1; it is then naturally cancelling, on
orbital n, once every 2n periods of the electron wave; this gives the expexted energy loss E0/n2. 1(A monopole of
charge g(n) interacts n periods of the electron pulsation to make a change in phase ±π/2 of its own wave, and
then 2n periods to make a change in phase ±π and come in phase opposition with itself).
A second approach is to consider the charges self-interaction:
me c2 g(n) ξ(n)/e β = me c2 g(n)/2n gD = E0/2n2
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This corresponds to only half the energy loss on orbital n – and we should expect twice more; but this is logical
as the symmetry between (27) and (28) is the same as for our quantizations to (14) and (17) – on the left hand
side of (28), we should actually write 4 g(n), as we did in (20), and get twice the energy loss as for (27).
For a muon, the energy (E0 → E0 mμ/me) is different, and (27) is still valid; this shows that the particle frequency
cannot be separated from the charge gD in (10), and that only charges and/or frequencies ratios are relevant.
(Unfortunately, it also shows that we cannot easily deduce the monopoles velocity and/or wavelength).
For another hydrogenoid with a nucleus of charge Z e, the energy loss on orbital n becomes Z2 E0/n2. One Z is
given by the orbital contraction, but in order to understand the exponent 2 we must go back to (13) which
becomes α (Z e) β = 2n e ξ. The Z has the same role as 1/n, and then the rate of cancellation is given by Z2/n2.
This point is interesting as it shows that the energy loss due to the cancellation of the current of one monopole
can get a value up to (137)2 E0/n2; with n = 1, it goes almost up to the full electron’s energy, but not more.
This entirely confirms our series of charges α e/2n, with n > 0, and excludes any other charge smaller that g(1),
as they would give unknown orbitals.
6.4 The Electrons Mass
Using E0 as a fundamental quantity, the electrons’ energy is given by E0/α2 = me c2. We showed that we cannot
split ν gD in (10), but it is still interesting to see if we can compute the energy of an electron using a defined sum
of monopoles and get an approximate result. A monopole g(n) represents an energy equal to E0/n and Σ 1/n gives
a divergent Riemann series. We could stop the analysis at this point and state that the series must end at some
different points for elections, muons, and tauons. It diverges so slowly that there is no doubt that we can find the
exact mass of any particles with good precision. In our opinion, this would be barely acceptable.
Using simple arithmetic, we find that the following series matches the electron mass:
me c2 = E0 (–137 + Σ (n))/(137 α)2;

n in 1 .. 274

(29)

This is not surprising as it is solely a trivial property of the series Σ n, but this agrees with (8) as the energy given
to the electron by a charge G(n) is n E0 which is quite close to n E0/(137 α)2. The difference can possibly be
understood from the fact that we consider the electron as a phase singularity of its own wave; the difference
between 1372 and 1/α2 could come from a spatial extension of the monopoles transformation.
For muons and tauons, Equation (29) is also valid as the corresponding energy given by E0 → E0 mμ/me is
proportional to the particle mass; this agrees with energy as a current of quantized monopoles and once again it
means that the frequency ν and the charge gD in Equation (10) cannot be separated.
However, a second approach could be valid; assuming that (29) is a specific case of a more general equation, an
empirical search for muons gives:
mμ c2 ≈ E0 (–137 – 1970 + Σ (n))/(137 α)2;

n in 1 .. 3940

(30)

The error is a lack of energy of 60 eV with respect to CODATA (2010) value; to be compared with the muons
mass, but also with the last increment of the sum, which is given by 3940 E0 ≈ 53 KeV. For tauons, we find:
mτ c2 ≈ E0 (–137 – 8078 + Σ (n))/(137 α)2;

n in 1 .. 16156

(31)

The error is a lack of energy of ≈16 KeV with respect to CODATA (2010) value; the last increment is ≈ 220 KeV.
The difference is small as compared to the particle mass, but also with respect to the last increment. We do not
find an exact match but the error can possibly be related to second order effects or a small non-linearity.
Our assumption on the nature of the electron mass/energy and wave is then compatible with the known electron,
muon, and tauon masses–possibly in two different manners.
7. Conclusions
Under the sole assumption of the magnetic nature of the electron wave, we showed first that small quantized
magnetic charges, including Mikhaïlov’s, are relevant in quantum physics and in agreement with Dirac’s
quantization method once the coefficients we deduced are put in the equations; we then showed how our
understanding of mass/energy works together with charges quantization in agreement with the energy levels of
hydrogen atomic orbitals and with the electrons masses. Relevant experimental results related to magnetic poles
detection and to Dirac quantization were discussed and found in agreement with the theory we propose. Then,
inasmuch as a theory agrees with unexplained repeated experiments and does not conflicts with validated
knowledge, it is legitimate to suppose that it brings understanding of the phenomena and mechanisms it
describes. Then perhaps we learnt a little about the magnetic poles and the works or origins of the structuring
constants of quantum physics.
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